Goals

- Finalize logistics of All-Presidents by August
- Work towards planning the All-President Dinner to be held at the end of January
- Increased AMS councillor engagement throughout the year
- Collaborate with UBC REC and constituencies to coordinate Faculty Cup in March
- Generate a proposal regarding Faculty Cup
- Finalize Inter-constituency Common Calendar to bring awareness and increase communication between each constituency
- Look into goals regarding equity and well-being in further months

Business

All-Presidents Dinner
The All-Presidents Dinner sub-committee will be continuing to secure funding during the next month. The logistics for the dinner will be finalized by the end of August, including the venue, catering and performances.

Competitive Sports Model Consultation
The data collection and report on the students' perspective of the proposed sports model has been completed. Thank you to Aram Karakas, Derek Moore and Caroline Wong for working hard to put the report together.

Council Engagement
The Council Engagement sub-committee will be working towards improving the on-boarding process for AMS councilors, and council socials after council meetings.

Faculty Cup
There has been interest from various constituencies with bringing back Faculty Cup. Faculty Cup was the largest inter-faculty event that featured day-long sport competitions. UBC REC has expressed interest in collaborating with SLCC and interested constituencies, and has asked us to generate a proposal. We will be approaching all constituencies and their sports representatives
to seek interest in planning Faculty Cup. The structure of the committee will be dependent on the number of interested constituencies. The proposal and structure of the event will be determined by the sport representatives from each faculty.

**Inter-Constituency Communication and Collaboration**

We are currently finalizing the process of gathering interest by various constituencies, and the structure of the calendar. Currently, we have five constituencies on board: AUS, EUS, KUS, LFSUS and SUS. The calendar will be in use, no later than early next week.

**Motions to Council on July 24**

None
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